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A Statement of Policy
‘Teachers check pupils’ understanding systematically and effectively in
lessons, offering clearly directed and timely support.’
‘Teachers provide pupils with incisive feedback, in line with the school’s
assessment policy, about what pupils can do to improve their knowledge,
understanding and skills. The pupils use this feedback effectively. Pupils are
eager to know how to improve their learning. They capitalise on opportunities
to use feedback, written or oral, to improve.’
Ofsted inspection handbook, August 2016
Overview
At The Rydal Academy all children will receive timely and meaningful feedback to
their work. The purpose of this policy is to share expectations with all staff so that
there is a clear and consistent approach employed across the school. All feedback
strategies outlined in this policy are grounded in recommendations from research
(The Sutton Trust, Education Endowment Foundation Teaching and Learning
Toolkit).
Objectives



To ensure that all children have their work marked in such a way that it will
improve their depth of learning, develop their self-confidence, raise their selfesteem and accelerate their progress.
To maintain a consistent approach across the school which is age and ability
appropriate at every stage of a child’s development.

Approach
At the Rydal Academy, we believe that quality feedback includes:
 Verbal feedback
 Self-assessment
 Peer-assessment
 Teacher assessment
Verbal feedback should happen every day and is an integral part of teaching
throughout all age groups. It should be specific to the success criteria of the lesson
and individual pupils’ understanding. Dialogue should include positives and areas for
development in order to ensure that children understand how to move their learning
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forward from their current position. The effective use of verbal feedback will be
monitored throughout learning walks and, as a result, there is no expectation that it
will be evidenced in books.
Self-assessment is taught to an age appropriate level throughout the school in order
to ensure that it is meaningful to children and undertaken against relevant success
criteria. All self-assessment is moderated by the class teacher and this is indicated
through a light touch mark (use of ‘checked by teacher’ stamper).
Peer-assessment is taught to an age appropriate level throughout the school in order
to ensure that it is meaningful to children and undertaken against relevant success
criteria. Children will identify the work that they have marked by signing their name. A
‘peer marked’ stamper will also be added. All peer-assessment is moderated by the
class teacher and this is indicated through a light touch mark (use of ‘checked by
teacher’ stamper).
Teacher-assessment provides written feedback on individuals’ performance and/or
provides a relevant task to be completed. It must be based on supporting a child with
their specific area for development. The marking of children’s work is an additional
means of communication between teacher and pupil and should encourage children
to think critically about what they have achieved and want they can develop. It should
be constructive and used with discretion so that a child can assimilate a limited
number of corrections at one time – this will vary according to age, ability, and the
learning focus.
Guidelines
Marking strategies are progressive throughout the school and written marking is
developed appropriately based on children’s level of understanding.
Where marking requires a response from the child, dedicated improvement time will
be consistently built in to lessons. This will ensure that children act on their feedback
consistently.
Mathematics
Early Years





Written comments will be included after each piece of mathematics work
recorded (1 piece of evidence per week). The teacher’s comments will
provide contextual information against the success criteria and will be
explained to the child appropriately.
Work may be corrected with the teacher including modelling number
formation and altering reversals.
Rewards will be based on praising effort.
*see Early Years guidance for further detailed information.

Key Stage 1 and 2



Verbal feedback should be given where appropriate to individuals, groups or
to the whole class. Throughout both key stages teachers will actively develop
children’s ability to give meaningful verbal feedback to each other.
A weekly target sheet will be included in all children’s books at the beginning
of each week (see appendix 1 for a key stage 1 and key stage 2 example).
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The learning objective for each session will be highlighted on the target card
by the teacher to indicate whether the target has been ‘achieved’ (green),
‘partially achieved’ (orange) or left blank to indicate that the child has a ‘very
limited understanding’ of this target (see Appendix 1 for an example weekly
target card).
All work produced and included in books will be given a ‘checked by your
teacher’ stamp or ‘marked by your TA’ stamp to indicate which adult has
reviewed the child’s work. This will be the case whether the work has been
initially self, peer or adult marked.
Correct answers should be marked with a small tick, incorrect answers should
be dotted and those which the teacher wishes to be corrected should be
marked with a C (as explained in Appendix 4).
Targets for improvement (next steps) will be set once per week for every child
in order to develop each individuals’ depth of understanding.
Additional written comments relating to the learning objective and/or best
features of work will be provided if relevant. Green pen from class teacher,
blue from other staff and black from supply cover or student teachers. Purple
pen is used for self-assessment/peer assessment.
Children will be given time to read comments and targets, completing an
additional task or improving their work within a reasonable space of time after
completing the initial task (expectation is the maximum length of time for pupil
response is the following day).
The codes in the marking guide (appendix 4, page 1) should be used to
indicate levels of support on the target card for each lesson.
Assembly intervention time will be used to support children with specific
misconceptions in order to clarify and deepen their understanding. Where
assembly intervention has been provided this will be indicated clearly (either
by being typed on the sheet or through an ‘assembly intervention’ sticker
being included at the top of the page).
On the target card the word ‘absent’ or an indication of why the child was not
present for the lesson (e.g. sports event) should be recorded for any sessions
missed.
Rewards will vary according to the effort level a child dedicates to their task.
The ‘Rydal Star’ is awarded to any child presenting their work to the very best
of their ability.

English
Early Years





Written comments will be included after each piece of English work recorded
(1 piece of evidence per week). The teacher’s comments will provide
contextual information against the success criteria and will be explained to the
child appropriately.
Work may be corrected with the teacher including altering reversals and
practising letter formation in purple pen.
Rewards will be based on praising effort.
*see Early Years guidance for further detailed information.

Key Stage 1 and 2


Verbal feedback should be given where appropriate to individuals, groups or
to the whole class. Throughout both key stages teachers will actively develop
children’s ability to give meaningful verbal feedback to each other.
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The learning objective for each recorded session will be highlighted by the
teacher to indicate whether the target has been ‘achieved’ (green), ‘partially
achieved’ (orange) or left blank to indicate that the child has a ‘very limited
understanding’ of this target.
All work produced and included in books will be given a ‘checked by your
teacher’ stamp or ‘marked by your TA’ stamp to indicate which adult has
reviewed the child’s work. This will be the case whether the work has been
initially self, peer or adult marked.
The appropriate target card (see target card formats in Appendix 2) will be
completed by the teacher each fortnight with all objectives achieved
highlighted in green and the ‘next steps’ highlighted in pink. The ‘next steps’
must be based on the specific success criteria for that piece of writing and
aimed at developing individuals’ work further.
The teacher completes an impact marking format for each week (see
appendix 3.1). This document summarises the whole class feedback that
needs to be given by the teacher as well as outlining which children need
specific further support. All impact marking sheets can be viewed at any time,
along with the feedback SNB resource, as these are stored on a shared area
of the network system. These impact marking sheets and the accompanying
SNB resources are scrutinised alongside the English books during monitoring
and book scrutiny activities.
The children may be asked to self-mark, peer mark, model, or promenade
work where appropriate in order to improve self-checking, evaluation, and
analytical skills. Each fortnight they will undertake in-depth self/peer
assessment (see the progressive formats for this in appendix 3) on a piece of
their writing.
Additional written comments relating to the learning objective and/or best
features of work will be provided if relevant. Green pen from class teacher,
blue from other staff and black from supply cover and students. Purple pen is
used for self-assessment/peer assessment.
Children will be given time to read comments and targets, completing an
additional task or improving their work within a reasonable space of time after
completing the initial piece of writing (expectation is the maximum length of
time for pupil response is the following day).
The codes in the marking guide (appendix 4, page 1) should be used to
indicate levels of support for each recorded lesson.
The improvement codes (appendix 4, page 2) should be used from Y3
upwards to focus children on pertinent areas for development.
Children will be encouraged to edit their own spellings using dictionaries,
word lists, or spelling mats.
Assembly intervention time will be used to support children with specific
misconceptions in order to clarify and deepen their understanding. Where
assembly intervention has been provided this will be indicated clearly (either
by being typed on the sheet or through an ‘assembly intervention’ sticker
being included at the top of the page).
On the target card the word ‘absent’ or an indication of why the child was not
present for the lesson (e.g. sports event) should be recorded for any sessions
missed.
Rewards will vary according to the effort level a child dedicates to their task.
The ‘Rydal Star’ is awarded to any child presenting their work to the very best
of their ability.
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Other forms of work
Early Years Learning Journal folders







Evidence will include annotated photographs, examples of children’s own
work, short and long observations including a learning story once per term.
Written comments for each observation will be recorded using Tapestry and
these will be printed and kept within the individual children’s folders.
Wherever appropriate children’s direct speech will be included.
Children will be given the opportunity to look back through their evidence
folders alongside a member of staff at least once per half term. Any
reflections on their learning will be recorded using a speech bubble.
Staff will complete the agreed assessment grid in the learning journals to
ensure that evidence is collected for each area accordingly.
Rewards will be based on praising effort.
*see Early Years Learning Journal guidance for further detailed information.

Key Stage 1 and 2 Magic Monday, guided reading, PSHE and French
books/folders












Verbal feedback should be given where appropriate to individuals, groups or
to the whole class. Throughout both key stages teachers will actively develop
children’s ability to give meaningful verbal feedback to each other.
All work produced and included in books/folders will be given a ‘checked by
your teacher’ stamp or ‘marked by your TA’ stamp to indicate which adult has
reviewed the child’s work. This will be the case whether the work has been
initially self, peer or adult marked.
The children may be asked to self-mark, peer-mark, model, or promenade
work where appropriate in order to improve self-checking, evaluation, and
analytical skills.
A Magic Monday evidence sheet (see appendix 5) will be completed by the
teacher for each Magic Monday. All children will then complete a selfassessment/next step task to indicate their individual understanding.
Each learning objective on the Magic Monday sheet will be highlighted by the
teacher to indicate whether the target has been ‘achieved’ (green), ‘partially
achieved’ (orange) or left blank to indicate that the child has a ‘very limited
understanding’ of this target.
Written comments relating to the learning objective and/or best features of
work may sometimes be provided. The expectation is that this is done
verbally but where comments are added these will be written in green pen by
class teacher, blue pen by other staff and black pen by supply cover.
Children will use purple pen for self-assessment and peer-assessment. They
will write their name in their partner’s book if they use peer-assessment.
The codes in the marking guide (appendix 4, page 1) should be used to
indicate levels of support for each session.
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Appendix
Contents

Appendix 1 – Weekly Calculations/Mathematics Target
Card examples (used from Y1-6)

Appendix 2 - English Target Card examples (used
from Y1-6)
Appendix 3 – English self/peer assessment card examples
(used from Y1-6)
Appendix 3.1 – English impact marking format (used from Y1-6)
Appendix 4 – Pupil Marking Guide (including marking
codes, stamp and pen explanation for pupils).
Appendix 5 – Magic Monday evidence sheet (used from Y1- 6)
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Appendix 1
Mathematics and Calculations Target Card Guidance (Y1 example)

Marking codes
must be
indicated by
the teacher to
show whether
achievement
of the LO has
been
supported.

Children’s
Self-assessment.
Images to
support
understanding

Y1-4 weekly self -reflection
exercise. Can also be discussed as
a class or through peer discussion.
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Each LO needs to be highlighted or the child’s absence indicated.
The colours are green for secure understanding, orange for working towards and blank for very limited
understanding.

Appendix 1
Mathematics and Calculations Target Card Guidance (Y6 example)

LOs to be
highlighted
(see bottom
of this page).

Children’s
self-assessment.

Week 1

Y5/Y6 complete
a weekly self reflection
exercise. This is
usually based on
use of Mathletics.

Marking codes
must be
indicated by the
teacher or pupil
clearly to show
whether
achievement of
the LO has been
supported.

Date of
lesson added
by the child if
planning on
running in a
different
order.

Mathematics

Any additional
assessment
information
from the week.

Each LO needs to be highlighted or the child’s absence
8 indicated.
The colours are green for secure understanding, orange for working towards and blank for very limited
understanding.

Appendix 2
Example success criteria for Y2 (criteria taken from the KS1 interim teacher assessment framework).
Completed in the same way as the first target card in appendix 2.

Any success criteria
evidenced in the writing are
highlighted green by the
teacher. Pink highlighting
indicates the child’s next
steps for improvement.
Additional information on
how the child can improve
their writing further will be
explained verbally in the
whole class feedback
session or through an
intervention group.
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Appendix 2
Example success criteria for Y6 (criteria taken from the KS2 interim teacher assessment framework).
Completed in the same way as the first target card in appendix 2.
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Appendix 3
Example self-assessment criteria used
fortnightly in English lessons
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3 - 6

Stars – what
has been
used really
effectively?

Don’t forget
– check our
writing ‘must
haves’

Top tips –
how could
they improve
next time?

The self/peer assessment format included in books may be
different for individuals working below age related expectations.
This is to provide the additional scaffolding needed for these
children to also take part in self or peer assessment activities.
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Vocabulary vault – any
words or phrases that the
child wants to highlight as
really powerful and is going
to take away themselves
from the writing.

Appendix 3.1
Example of the impact marking grid
used weekly to mark longer writing

Date: 18/10/18
Reflection/Progress





2nd week

Text Type: Narrative

Class: **

Praise and Sharing

Much improved sentence structure by
most.
Capital letters and basic punctuation
is appearing more accurately.
Some children are now using
fronted adverbials and direct speech
correctly.
Handwriting and presentation for
most has improved.











Peer Mentoring

Maisie – At soft play Stig was amazed whith all
of the slides hoever the trampaleen was the best.
Henry – They went thro the muddy copse and
past the Snarget’s house.
Layla D – Excitedly he ran thruo the leave his
heart was betting fast as a cheetar.
Lacey S – The next minute, CRASH!
Kye – Stig started to bounce around!
James – You should be ashamed of yourself.
Ava – “We’re at the soft play!” shouted Barney
with excitement.
Anna – Soon Stig came out and Barney told
him they were going on an adventure.
Tommy – Grandma paused.

Maisie + Kaylee (FS in last para)
Henry + Ava (spelling)
Thomas + Olivia (spelling, check last para)
Layla D + Sophie (FS)
Nandan + Lacey S (spelling)
Kye + Roman (fronted adverbials)
James + Tommy (FS)
Anna + Jack (check sentences)

Whole Class Teaching Points
General
Alternative words
for said
Fronted adverbals
inc. commas.

Spelling
eventually
were/where
whispered
paid
explained
they’re
quickly
edge
over
baffled
expression
beautiful
popped
glorious
grate/great
vanished

everywhere
grandma
until
followed
crazy
yawned
suddenly
kicked
guilty
bought
tiredly
trudging
nowhere
trolley
excitedly
eating

Targeted Groups
Assembly Group
Adult Support

Punctuation
Question marks
Commas after
fronted adverbials.

Grammar
Pronouns –
switching
between he/she TB

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Sophie (How
they said it)
Emma-Leigh
(How they said
it)
Roman (How
they said it &
CL for proper
nouns)
Nathan –
presentation –
joins!
Olivia – write
2nd para again,
neatly
Ava – fronted
adverbials and
inverted comma
usage.










Rylee – tense –
full stops in last
section.
Theo – follow
your plan
Tommy – tense
Dominic – spelling
Rhys – read
through with him
b/d
Carl – add some
more
Leyla H – too
many inverted
commas
Matthew – use
plan sentences
and the fronted
adverbials he
planned for.

Friday reflection following editing (to inform next week’s learning)

Feedback is then given through a structured improvement lesson each Friday. Teachers will take
children through where common class mistakes were made and support them in checking their own
work for the related corrections.
Children are put in to a peer mentoring group (either to support or receive support), an assembly
intervention group or an adult supported group based on required need.
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Appendix 4

Pupil Marking Guide
Sometimes teachers write or highlight strange things in your books!
This is what they mean:

WOW

- Working On a Whiteboard

WOS

- Working On a Sheet

AS

- worked with Adult Support

I

- worked Independently (on your own)

P

- worked in a Pair (with a friend)

G

- worked in a Group

WC

- Whole Class work

Sc

- used a Scaffold to help

TO

- Teacher Observed

If your LO (Learning Outcome) is highlighted in green then you have shown your
teacher that you understand the task and have achieved the target.
If your LO (Learning Outcome) is highlighted in orange or left blank your teacher is
showing you that you have not reached the LO target yet. Your teacher will talk to
you about what you need to work on next to help you to achieve the LO next time.
In English you may see a target highlighted in pink. This is to show that this is your
next step.
If you miss a lesson the teacher will put the date and the reason you missed the lesson
in your book so we know what you will need to catch up with later (29/6/16 – absent
or 14/3/17 – swimming gala)
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Improvement codes
When improving your work in English, look out for:
Λ

- you have missed out a word or a letter

V

- you have missed some punctuation

*

- your teacher would like you to add more
detail

Underline

- try another word that means a similar thing
(synonym)

Sp

- you have made a spelling mistake on this
line

Your teacher will tell you which pieces of work they are marking for all these things.

When up-levelling your work in Maths, look out for:
√

- your work is correct
- you still have some working out to do as you
didn’t quite get it this time

C

- your teacher would like you to try and
correct this
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Special stamps and pens
Sometimes you may get a stamp below your work.

This stamp means that your teacher has looked at
your work and checked whether you have achieved
your LO.

This stamp is called ‘The Rydal Star’ and it means
that the presentation of your work is of high
quality. You should aim to achieve this star for
every piece of work that you do.

Adults in school use different coloured pens in your book to show who is
marking your work.

You have your own pen to use when
marking work or making improvements.
Your teacher will tell you when to use
your purple pen.
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Appendix 4
Example Magic Monday evidence sheet

Magic Monday
History

Date: 10.9.18

Week 2

Unit: World War 1

LO: To study an aspect or a theme in British history that extends pupils’ chronological knowledge
beyond 1066 (WW1).
LO 1: I can explain what life would have been like for a soldier in WW1.
LO 2: I know how the government recruited soldiers in WW1.
LO 3: I know key events in WW1 and how peoples’ lives were affected by them.

Self-assessment

LO 1:
LO 2:
LO 3:

Progression within the day:
Through creating our KWL grid, we discovered that our class in fact did not have
much knowledge of WW1. We researched when, how, why and where WW1 started
and developed our understanding of this. It was interesting to compare the alliances and
explore how the war spread across the globe. Also, our understanding of the different
conditions the soldiers had to endure has been furthered through reading a range of
historical sources, from photographs and first-hand accounts to government propaganda
and journalistic articles. We discussed life in the trenches and compared that to
modern conditions of wars in places such as Iraq and Afghanistan. Children explored
various artefacts, discussing what they thought they were and we then talked about
these as a class to uncover their true use. We learnt that many of the weapons and
tools were invented during WW1. The class found this topic very interesting and went
home with a bank of questions they would like to further research.

Learning evaluation.
Think of reasons to why these recruitment
Posters would make you want to enlist in the
army.
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
__
Challenge your teacher! Write a question for your teacher (that
you know the answer to) and test their knowledge!
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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